Mobile technologies as a catalyst for pedagogic innovation within teacher education

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the use of mobile technologies within teacher education at the University of Northampton. In order to develop a strong commitment to digital literacy the School of Education is using sets of teaching iPads with trainee teachers and has allocated an iPad to every member of academic staff. Experiences from mobile technology projects involving ITT students, primary teachers and academics are shared in order to illustrate how mobile technologies have been a catalyst for new pedagogies based on a social constructivist model of learning in our teacher education programmes. We aim to develop creative, self-directed learners who can work in collaborative teams within a professional community of teachers, academics and students. We have considered ways in which mobile devices extend learning beyond taught sessions, and how the use of apps to make shareable digital artefacts can lead to purposeful engagement. To this end, the School of Education is focusing on a set of core apps that facilitate the creation, collaboration, curation, and capture of content.

INTRODUCTION

The University of Northampton is making increased use of blended learning approaches in preparation for a move to a new campus in 2018, which will involve a reduction in space and an absence of lecture theatres. Within this context of change, the School of Education is exploring approaches to teaching and learning with mobile technologies based on a social constructivist model of learning that moves away from teacher directed pedagogy towards a flexible learner-centred approach. The idea of using mobile devices to facilitate self-directed and social learning is a central feature of our approach, however it may necessitate a redefinition of teaching and learning roles (Caldwell & Heaton, 2015). In this paper, I will draw upon some examples from our recent practice to consider ways in which mobile technologies have acted as a catalyst in the process of pedagogical innovation. Innovation is an elusive concept and what is innovative to one learning context may not be to another, however, we have chosen to emphasise the practical application of ideas, echoing Denning’s definition of innovation as ‘the adoption of a new practice in a community’ (Denning 2004) and Gulbrandsen and Aanstad’s (2014) suggestion that innovation is something new that is put to practical use.
BACKGROUND

Technology driven innovation

Although technology is generally recognised to have the power to transform education (Puentendra, 2006; Cope & Kalantzis, 2008) several educators express the opinion that a technology-rich learning environment requires a shift in roles and responsibility for learning, and that achieving this is a challenge for teachers (Chandra & Mills, 2015). Luckin (2010) suggests that this shift can be characterised as one from Pedagogy (teacher-determined) to Heutagogy (learner-determined). One of the challenges facing university lecturers in the field of teacher education is how to encourage student teachers and in-service teachers to explore, adopt and apply new approaches to teaching and learning (Moats, 2014; Livingstone, 2014). Because of this, we need to find ways to develop and disseminate pedagogical innovation that increase the likelihood of the transfer of new approaches to teaching and learning from university to classroom.

Many university programmes now embrace the use of new technologies such as mobiles to support and engage in teaching and learning (Bertarelli et al. 2011), though some writers would argue that many universities still fail to grasp the opportunities afforded by technology because of a lack of knowledge of what can be achieved through its use (Selwyn 2007; Twining et al., 2015). Nevertheless, writers on the topic of teaching and learning suggest that the case for the positive impact of technology on teaching and learning is considerable and compelling (e.g. Tamin et al., 2011; Higgins, et al. 2012) not least because it enables universities to reach out to new and larger audiences and for learning to take place in new ways. Within our context, we have found that online learning communities and social networking tools such as blogs provide a visual platform for sharing digital artefacts and promote the concept of social learning. In this paper, we will consider how learning communities can complement the use of mobile technologies in Teacher Education.

Learning communities

A learning community can be viewed as a social grouping that actively seeks to co-construct knowledge and in which learners are more in control of their learning journeys in comparison with traditional methods of teaching such as lectures or seminars (Oliver & Herrington, 2000). Belonging to a learning community is said to give increased agency to learners, enabling them to take collective responsibility for determining what they need to know and cutting across boundaries and formal structures (Wenger, 2011). In theory, learning communities should provide a way of developing and sharing collective knowledge, improving both the personal knowledge of the participants and their knowledge within the domain (Wenger & Lave, 1991).

Since Wenger’s early work on social learning (Wenger, 1991) there has been a widespread increase in online learning and in the use of online learning communities as an instructional method, (Ozturk & Ozcinar, 2013).
learning communities have the potential to link people across time zones and to remove geographical boundaries (Wenger et al. 2002; Gannon-Leary & Fonainha, 2007). When combined with mobile technologies, they have added communicative potential, giving learners a measure of control over the pace and place of learning, and a degree of engagement that traditional approaches to teaching may not afford.

However, many studies note that some face to face contact can be a strength and make a case for multimodal learning, mixing physical interaction with asynchronous learning (Hammond, 1998). Contemporary learning communities may thus combine physical and virtual spaces and make use of a range of social media and networking technologies. It may be that one of the reasons for a lack of hard evidence regarding the efficacy of using learning communities to bring about pedagogic innovation is the difficulty of analysing the many modes in which such communities interact (e.g., virtual meetings mixed with physical meetings, synchronous interactions mixed with asynchronous interactions, text-based posts mixed with multimedia posts). In our experience, mobile technologies have functioned as the glue pulling together this varied activity.

Mobile Technologies in Education

Many researchers highlight the potential for mobile technologies to offer unique learning benefits (Heinrich, 2012, Alberta, 2012, Burden et al., 2012). It has been suggested that iPads can promote personalised and learner-centred approaches (Pegrum et al., 2013), increase independence (Alberta, 2012), enhance collaboration (Henderson and Yeow, 2012) and extend boundaries of time and place (Pachler et al., 2009, Clarke, 2012).

Alongside the evidence of impact on student learning, research indicates that the use of iPads may redefine the teacher’s role by increasing peer-to-peer learning (Burden et al, 2012). Several studies suggest that the devices alter not only the way teachers teach but also their perceptions of themselves and their pedagogy (Burden et al., 2012, Pachler et al., 2010). These researchers identify a potential transfer in agency from teacher to student and an increase in pupil autonomy and engagement, which may result in significant pedagogical shifts (Melhuish and Falloon, 2010).

In learning and teaching environments then, mobiles have the potential to ‘contribute simultaneously to pedagogical innovation and to transformed practice’ (Danaher et al. 2009, p.1). And as Hwang et al. (2015 p.1) acknowledge in their discussion of ‘seamless flipped learning’, a classroom enhanced with mobile technology can facilitate across learning contexts, times, and social settings. Along with other researchers, (Song, 2014; Kong & Song, 2015), Hwang et al. (2015) note that good use of multimedia is a key feature of successful flipped learning and that multimedia apps on mobile devices make it easier to engage with, revise and share content.

An Australian study of pre-service teachers recognised that iPads could support trainee teachers’ learning by developing understanding of both subject knowledge and pedagogy, as well as by helping them to stay connected (Pegrum et al, 2013).
Recommendations from this research were for lecturers to model reflective practice across formal and informal contexts, and demonstrate the benefits of personal learning networks. This is something we have sought to do by giving our students first hand experience of sharing creative content within an active learning community.

I will provide examples of how some of these affordances of iPads, such as increased connectivity, mobility, ubiquitous access and the potential to make media-rich digital artefacts, have acted as a catalyst for our academics, pre- and in-service teachers to develop and document their mobile learning pedagogies.

EXAMPLES FROM PRACTICE: STUDENTS USING IPADS

Example 1. Flipped learning in Initial Teacher Training (ITT)

Firstly I will share some examples of iPad use within our initial teacher training modules and illustrate how the combined use of blogs and online communities supports students’ developing understanding of pedagogy and practice.

![Image](https://example.com/1SjIyDI)

**Figure 1: ITT module learning event (bit.ly/1SjIyDI)**

You will see from this example that we are adopting a ‘flipped’ approach to our seminar sessions in which students undertake pre session tasks in order to build their skills and knowledge. The face-to-face sessions are used to encourage the active construction and application of knowledge, and students subsequently engage in some post session consolidation tasks. This approach separates the acquisition of knowledge from its application and assimilation (Mazur, 2012), freeing up the seminar sessions for more active participation.
In this example the theme is *visible learning* and mobile devices are used to explore how a range of apps can help make pupils’ learning journeys more explicit. This is followed by a post face-to-face task encouraging students to reflect about the application of the visible learning theme to their own teaching practice on their personal blogs and within an online Google+ community, and to comment on each others’ posts. These posts and comments are submitted as evidence for their module assignment.

The Google+ community is used throughout the module as a space for capturing evolving ideas. Students post to this space before, during and after the seminar sessions using their mobile devices. In this instance, they annotated images using the app Skitch on their iPads in response to the pre-session reading and uploaded the results straight to the community for sharing in class. Class discussions are also documented straight onto the community via a chosen scribe and the collective knowledge then becomes a resource for completing students’ individual blogposts. The use of the community space thus makes for a more seamless transition between the stages of the learning event.
Example 2. Mobiles for manipulating media

Looking at this example from a BA Primary Year 1 session on the theme of *manipulating media*, you will notice that the emphasis is on students using apps to create media-rich digital artefacts. The aims were to encourage students to think about developing pupils’ digital literacy by expressing their understanding in different ways, and to offer visual and auditory routes for building subject knowledge. Through this activity students are gaining first hand experience of the sense of purpose that content sharing brings to learning. By posting to their public blogs and to the community, and then receiving comments from an authentic audience, students are continuing to interact beyond the face-to-face sessions. We
are anticipating that they will gain the motivation and confidence to apply a similar approach in their own classrooms.

Figure 3: Manipulating media G+: (bit.ly/1JLTIOq)
D.L. Session 1: Manipulating Media

Posted on October 20, 2014 by Jasmin

We started today by talking about what media we had used in lessons or seen used within the classroom. I used media while on placement when teaching a year one science lesson about ‘the life of a seed.’ By watching the YouTube video above, the children could watch what happens when a seed is planted. The video is visual and has key words added and verbally pronounced which was perfect for my lesson as I wanted the children to be able to say the key words correctly and understand what they mean. By using this media, I felt I had significantly enhanced progression and allowed the children to take a sneak peak into the life cycle of a seed while making the lesson relevant and fun (Deubel, n.d.). This shows how media and videos can be utilised within other lessons in a cross-curricular way; hence I posted this video on the Primary Education community page.

Figure 4: Student blogpost on manipulating media: (bit.ly/1mXzK8U)

Example 3: Inclusive Creative Arts

A further advantage of iPads in ITT is their ability to integrate readily with real world physical activities. Combining experiential learning with the creation of digital artefacts can enhance children’s understanding of their environment (Ryu, 2008; Spikol, 2009), and it can integrate classroom learning with learning across physical and social spaces (Hwang et al. 2015). Hwang et al. summarise this process by saying, ‘In such a seamless flipped learning environment, mobile devices and wireless communication facilitate the continuous flow of learning in different contexts, physical and social spaces.’ (Hwang et al. p.456)

In this example, based on devising inclusive creative arts activities for SEN pupils, our students moved between digital and physical spaces in order to build understanding of how iPads can play a role in designing creative activities that are collaborative, personal, accessible and responsive. The use of iPads enabled them to remix ideas from a teacher CPD blog, digitise their own physical artwork and then collaborate by passing on work in progress using the idea of ‘sketchbook circles’. The agility with which they could manipulate and share their evolving images using the iPads meant that they could create and share collaborative multimedia content all in the space of one two hour session.
Figure 5: An inclusive creative arts seminar collaborating on digital and physical images

This group of students went on to further develop the theme of inclusive creative arts using multisensory apps and projected iPad images along with green screen techniques to create immersive environments for storytelling with children from a local special school (bit.ly/1Q7celM). Once again, it was the combination of physical and digital exploration of the world that lent weight to the learning experience. For the pupils, the fact that the session was captured as an iMovie meant that they could share it with their school community and review the ideas in order to build upon them. Similarly the students were able to use the film as a springboard to discuss which pedagogical strategies were most effective to take into their own practice.
EXAMPLES FROM PRACTICE: COLLABORATION BETWEEN TEACHERS, ACADEMICS, STUDENTS AND PUPILS

Next, I will share experiences from mobile technology projects involving ITT students, primary school teachers and academics collaborating online and through face-to-face events.

Example 1. Technology Outdoors

A recent technology outdoors project focused on the use of mobile technologies away from the traditional learning spaces of classrooms and provided continuing professional development (CPD) for teachers to develop the resilience of pupils facing transitions to new learning phases or institutions. Activities such as augmented reality trails helped pupils manage change positively by socialising with their peer group and exploring the environment.

A cadre of volunteer student Digital Leaders was key to the success of the technology outdoors project. Digital Leaders are comfortable in the use of technology and are given the responsibility to help promote the effective use of technology within their settings (Twining, 2014; Passey 2013). The School of Education has piloted one of the first Digital Leader programmes in Higher Education over the last two academic years, with volunteers drawn from across the student population. These students engage in a range of mobile technology projects in ITT partnership schools and support at CPD events.

In the example below, student digital leaders worked alongside pupil digital leaders to create iMovie trailers based on a campus trail. The University and local schools benefit from the Digital Leader input, and the students themselves learn transferable skills that enhance their employability.
Example 2: Stem to SteAm

The use of mobile technologies and digital media continues to rise in importance as a key cross-disciplinary skill. A goal of the Stem to SteAm project was to develop and test an approach to developing visual culture via an Educators’ Forum for the creative exploration of the arts and technology in the Primary curriculum. Academics and teachers shared strategies in the use of mobile technologies through face-to-face workshops and populated an open online space with a repository of resources and reflections. An outcome was a series of media day videos capturing innovative practice with media techniques (bit.ly/1KeJD7u).

Once again, a key aspect of this project was the combination of online initiatives supporting mobile pedagogies such as project blogs and communities, together with face-to-face initiatives such as Teachmeets that brought together teachers, academics, students and pupils.
Figure 7: Northampton Inspire project blog
(https://mypad.northampton.ac.uk/inspire)
EXAMPLES FROM PRACTICE: ACADEMICS USING IPADS

Example 1. Apps for Innovation project

In 2014/15 a group of academics piloted the use of iPads to enhance learning and teaching within the School of Education. An example of the cross-pollination of ideas that occurred via their online community space (Wick, 2000) can be seen around a set of apps for art activities bringing together the ‘app smashing’ combination of Rollworld, Fragment, BeFunky. These apps were repeatedly explored in a number of different teaching contexts, resulting in an evolution of teaching ideas through posts and comments on the project blog and online community. Through this process, the group developed shared metacognition (Gunawardena et al., 2009; Mason & Rennie, 2008) around the use of iPads in a Higher Education context. A core set of more open-ended content-creation apps gradually emerged as academics trialled them for different purposes and recorded successes as mini case studies on the blog and online community. Around 25 core apps were identified during the pilot year as being particularly relevant to develop
staff and student digital literacy\textsuperscript{1}. These core apps focused on the themes of creation, collaboration, curation, capture and productivity. In 2015/16 a much wider group of students and staff are building upon the pilot group experiences so that mobile learning becomes embedded in the School of Education modules, programmes and practice. In addition, a team of academics designed a Teaching with Tablets MOOC, which had 570 enrolments in February 2016. A ‘hybrid’ MOOC design combined structured content with an online learning community, with the aim of helping educators at all levels make effective use of iPads and tablets. It forms an Open Educational Resource (OER) that can be repurposed for future CPD and teacher education programmes.

\textsuperscript{1} School of Education core apps 2015: Adobe Voice, Socrative, Turnitin, Picollage, Pinterest, Scan, Haikudeck, Thinglink, Book creator, Padlet, Skitch, Google drive, iMovie, Panopto, YouTube, iNorthampton, Explain Everything, Popplet Lite, Post-it Note Plus, Prezi, Kaltura, Google docs, IMDb, GarageBand, Pages, Numbers, Keynote, iTunes U
Alongside the course content delivered through the Blackboard Open Education platform, the online learning community provided a connected environment for the MOOC participants to co-construct an evidence base of best practice in teaching with tablets.

**SUMMARY**

Together, our face-to-face and online initiatives in mobile learning illustrate how mobile technologies have been a catalyst for new pedagogies in our teacher
education programmes at the University of Northampton. We aim to develop creative self-directed learners who can work in collaborative teams within a professional community of teachers, academics and students. With this in mind, we are moving in the direction of informal, networked, technology-enabled learning, which extends learning beyond our face-to-face sessions. To this end, we are focusing on a set of core apps that enable students to make shareable digital artefacts, and that facilitate the creation, collaboration, curation, and capture of content.

To summarise, our examples from practice have demonstrated that mobile technologies can act as a catalyst for pedagogic innovation by providing:

- enhanced opportunities to develop shared understandings of content and pedagogy in a social environment
- a bridge between formal and informal learning and across disciplines
- first hand experience of the sense of purpose that content sharing can bring to learning
- contextualised experiential learning opportunities that combine real world interaction with the creation of digital artefacts
- captured teaching events as a springboard to discuss which pedagogical strategies are most effective
- opportunities to revisit learning, making for a smooth transfer of pedagogy to practice
- multimodal learning journeys that move in and out of physical and social learning spaces, a cyclical process that increases the cross-pollination of ideas

**CONCLUSION**

By giving learners control over the time, pace and place of their learning, and by providing opportunities for authentic engagement with the physical world, the iPads have acted as a bridge between formal and informal learning, and across disciplines in primary education. This process has been facilitated by a combination of online learning communities and face-to-face learning events.

Within the online communities our pre and in-service teachers have co-constructed knowledge by documenting learning that took place in a number of different contexts: at teacher sharing events, at network meetings, in classrooms, and via hands-on activities. This makes a case for ‘multimodal learning’, which mixes physical interaction with asynchronous learning (Hammond, 1998). Mobile devices can thus enable learning journeys to move in and out of a number of ‘digital habitats’ (Wenger, White and Smith, 2009).

The emphasis on social learning has multiplied learning opportunities and has led to the development of a shared common purpose between academics, pre- and in-service teachers. In this way, mobile technologies have the potential to prompt social transformation leading to innovative pedagogical practice.
Our example cases also demonstrate that apps that allow for collaborative content creation have enabled a natural learning process that arises out of social behaviour and engagement with the world. As a result of this, we acknowledge the need to embed the use of technology in educational contexts through interdisciplinary approaches mixing physical, digital and social learning spaces.

Whilst hard research evidence from our iPad journeys has yet to be analysed, we are confident that mobile technologies combined with online learning communities in this way can provide a fertile ground for social learning. Our ongoing anecdotal experience shows that the introduction of mobiles has been a catalyst in fostering pedagogical innovation within our university’s teaching and learning communities.

Our longer-term aim is to systematically evidence the impact of our mobile learning journeys in order to deepen our understanding across a combination of locations, times, technologies and social settings in higher education, and thereby to identify and evidence their effects on student learning.
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